






General Motors Corporation, also known as GM, is a multinational 

corporation headquartered in the United States and has been the 

world’s most dominant automaker since 1931. Recent times, however, 

have not been as favourable for the automotive giant with GM posting 

a record $38.7 billion loss in 2016. These losses were sustained due to 

a variety of factors, such as adverse market conditions in the United 

States and Europe, high inventory levels as well as the fall in the 

value of the U.S. dollar. _________________________________.

1. In response to this crisis, GM announced the launch of a slew of 

new models.

2. GM now ranks as the world’s second largest automaker, behind 

Toyota Motor Corporation.

HOMEWORK





VOCABULARY

OBDURATE

Meaning : Refusing to change your 

mind to do what people want you to do

Synonyms : Stubborn , Obstinate

Antonyms : Amenable , Compliant

Sentence : The persecutors are quite 

obdurate to any public opinion.



TOP 20 

GRAMMAR 

RULES





RULE 1

1. I , He and you have made a blunder.

2. He and You have done this mischief.

Note : When a sentence has a negative sense or sense of 

something wrong done , in such sentence good manners 

demand to accept the guilt first by the speaker.



RULE 2

1. My father as well as my uncles is very strict.

2. The captain along with the sailors were drowned.

Note : If two subjects are joined by these words – As 

well as , with , along with , together with , nothing but , 

unlike , besides , except , but , in addition to , etc. , then 

the verb should be used according to the Ist subject.



RULE 3

1. Either Ram or his friends has come.

2. Neither Ram or Sita has come.

Note : If two subjects are joined by Neither—nor , 

Either….or , Not only… but also , Nor , Or , None , But 

, then the verb will be used according to the nearest 

subject.



RULE 4
1. My brother has bought a pyjama.

2. He should use goggle in the sun.

Note : Some nouns always remain in plural form. They 

take plural verb. These nouns have no singular form. 

Assets, alms, amends, annals, archives, ashes ,arrears, 

athletics, auspices, species, scissors , trousers, pants. 

clippers, bellows, gallows, fangs, measles, eyeglasses, 

goggles, belongings



RULE 5
1. Measles, Mumps, Rickets, Shingles etc. 

2. Billiards, Darts, Draughts, etc. 

3. The United States, The West Indies, etc. 

4. The Arabian Nights, Three Musketeers , etc. 

5. Physics, Economics, Civics, Statistics , Politics , 

Linguistics. 

Note : Some nouns always remain in plural form. They take 

plural or singular verb accordingly. These nouns have no 

singular form. 



RULE 6

1. There is  no problem between she and I.  

2. He laughed at I.  

3. Everyone attended the party expect he. 

Note : Objective case comes after- let, like, between…and, 

except and all prepositions. 



RULE 7

1. Sohan is wiser than hardworking.

2. Reema is luckier than hardworking.

Note : If two qualities to be compared  are of the same person or 

thing, then we don’t use the  comparative   degree. The 

comparative degree is used for  comparison between two 

different things or persons. Instead of using the comparative 

degree, “more”   and the positive degree will be used.



RULE 8

1. Sheela is intelligent than any girl in the class.

2. Maths is more interesting than any other subject.  

3. January is colder than any other month of the year. 

Note : In both these sentences we are comparing Puneet to any 

boy in the class but one at a time. In such  sentences where 

different things of the same variety  are compared, “any other” 

is used to exclude one    from the others.



RULE 9

1. Rahul prefer tea than coffee.

2. He was junior than I in college.

Note : In comparative degrees, “than” is used. But for  

adjectives  ending  in “ ior”, “than” is  not  used;   instead “to” is 

used. 



RULE 10

1. Your presentation was more perfect. 

2. His presentation was the most  perfect.

Note : Certain adjectives can’t be used in comparative and  

superlative  degree. Supreme, impossible, absolute, ideal, 

everlasting, eternal, triangular, square, round, major, minor,   

complete, entire, chief, extreme, excellent, minor,   universal, 

unique, last and final



Many Indian and foreign media (A)/also thought  the election 

(B)/was going to be much close than it  was.(C)/ NE.  

Solution : Option C Much Closer than



The author feels (a)/ that the depth and mystery of  the sea (b)/ reflect 

humanity life itself. (c)/ NE  

Solution : Option C

Human , not humanity



He has taken charge (a)/ as Principal of our college  (b)/ three years 

ago. (c)/ NE  

Solution : Option A Took 



1) The transit system’s underground / 2) tunnels and stations will / 3) be 

constructed / 4) next heritage structures. / 5) No error. 

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5

Solution : Option D Replace Next with near



1) Residents have been planting / 2) the ornamental trees outside / 3) their 

homes and in lawns to/ 4) add beauty and give their place a grand look. 

/ 5) No error. 

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5

Solution : Option 2 Replace have been planting with have planted



1) A diamond jeweller’s peon/ 2) tipped off a gang / 3) about the gold / 4) 

in his employer’s vault. / 5) No error. 

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5

Solution : Option E



1) He said that the performance of the Indian team / 2) was satisfactory at 

the international meet / 3) and that they learnt a lot from / 4) watching 

top seeded players through action at the grand slam. / 5) No error. 

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5

Solution : Option D Replace Through with in



1) The meeting took place a day after/ 2) the agency held a meeting with 

project contractors/ 3) to evaluate steps that being taken to / 4) ensure that 

the buildings were not affected. / 5) No error.

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5

Solution : Option D Pt the word were before being



1) 1) The fight among/ 2) rival candidates between the medium / 3) of 

catchy slogans/ 4) has started. / 5) No error. 

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5

Solution : Option C Replace between with through



Find the errorHOMEWORK




